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Procedure

Shape and motion are correlated internal properties of humans in action.
There is evidence that observers are sensitive to this internal consistency.
Indeed, when shape and motion of walkers are exchanged between
performers, perceived attractiveness decreases (Klüver et al. 2016).

Sixteen students (11 women and 5 men, M = 21.8 (3.1) years old) from
Queen’s University wore an Oculus Rift DK2 head mounted display. The
experiment was conducted in a stereoscopic virtual reality testing room.
“How heavy
was the box?”
0kg ------ 10kg

Does internal consistency also matter for perception of other actions?
We know that observers are able to indirectly perceive object properties in
point-light displays, such as box weights from lifting actions (Runeson &
Frykholm, 1981). The effect of decorrelating shape and motion in box lifts has
not been investigated.
Hypothesis

We selected three light and three heavy performers from the Troje (2008)
motion capture database. Each performer lifted a light and a heavy box
(~0 kg, ~5 kg).

The lower perceived weight in the internal consistency condition is likely not
due to an effect of light body shape or motion alone. There is no main effect
of person weight on perceived weights of objects when measured in the
consistent and low-inconsistent conditions.

n.s. p = 0.806

Observers rated the perceived weight of light and heavy boxes presented at
each of three internal consistency conditions (consistent, low-inconsistent, or
high-inconsistent).

Changing the internal consistency of performers’ shape and motion duringbox
lifts will influence perceived box weight.

Stimulus Creation

Results and Discussion

Internal Consistency Conditions
In the consistent condition, we used the shape and motion from the same
performer. In the low-inconsistency condition, shape and motion came from
two different performers, but with similar body mass. In the highinconsistency condition, shape and motion came from performers of different
body mass.
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Upcoming research will aim to replicate the effect of internal consistency we
found and to:
• test the generalization of the finding by including a greater variety of object
interactions (throwing a ball, lifting a box, pushing and pulling a sled).
• increase the effect size using a larger range of object properties
• have greater control over the height and weight of performers
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We transformed our raw motion capture into animated 3D avatars using the
Motion and Shape algorithm (MoSh: Loper et al., 2014).

Results

Internal consistency had an effect on the indirect perception of box weight
using visual information from shape and motion.

We found a small effect of internal consistency: Mean perceived weights were
lower by 0.2kg in the high-inconsistent condition. Mean and standard errors of
internal consistency conditions are depicted in the graph below.

The small effect of internal consistency we obtained tends to indicate that the
visual system is sensitive to departures from expected correlations between
shape and motion of performers.
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More research is planned to establish if this sensitivity to internal consistency
is a fundamental part of people perception.

p = 0.013
p = 0.001
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Discrimination of perceived box weight was high (average d’ = 2.41), but did
not differ across internal consistency conditions, F(2,30) = 0.285, p = 0.754.
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